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Saying Thanks by Giving a Gift
Grateful grandparents
give back, thankful for
the hospital’s help.
“If we could have selected our
professions together,” Annette
Kelm says with a twinkle, “we
would have been Mr. and Mrs.
Santa Claus.” It’s an appropriate
comparison for this thoughtful
and generous couple who became
Dream Builders earlier this year.
They had reasons.
“When someone you love is in a life or
death situation, money doesn’t matter
anymore. All you care about are the
ones you love, your family,” Annette
explains of including Johns Hopkins
All Children’s Hospital in their estate
planning. Bruce, who sometimes
finishes Annette’s sentences—because
they have been married 46 years—
takes over, “It changes you completely
and when you allow that change to
take place, you know something good
will come out of it.” Annette steps back
in, “Doing our part to take care of this
hospital and the families that spend
such profound time here like we did 4
years ago is the least we can do.”
The “someone” in Annette and Bruce’s
life is a grandchild, now a healthy
adult working with his father in the
family business. He was just 6 when
his leg started hurting and a visit to

their family pediatrician in New Port
Richey sent them immediately to Johns
Hopkins All Children’s Hospital. The
pediatrician sent them down to Johns
Hopkins All Children’s Hospital and
Jerry Barbosa, M.D.
It was cancer. But not just any cancer.
It was Ewing’s sarcoma, a rare
condition that at the time was often
life-ending. But even in those days,
Johns Hopkins All Children’s had a
stellar cancer team with life-saving
connections at Moffitt Cancer Center
and an orthopedic oncologist, Doug
Letson, M.D. He was the first doctor
in the United States with access to the
Stanmore JTS device, an implant for
the leg that more than likely saved the
child’s leg and life.
Annette, who had been involved with
Hospice for years, understood that
when life puts you in a situation like
this, you begin to see the world from
a different perspective. “They work as
a team at Johns Hopkins All Children’s
and from my time at Hospice, I know
that teamwork is the gold standard.”
She explains that being in a children’s
hospital for any length of time is like
joining a club that you never wanted
to join because it was too painful to
become a member. As time went on,
that precious club became a safety net
for the family. It provided support and
comfort. “There are not enough words
to describe the staff at Johns Hopkins
All Children’s Hospital. They are truly
angels with skin,” Annette says.

“That’s how we knew where and how
we could help,” Annette explains.
“There were families that lost their
jobs, likely from caring for their sick
child. Their incomes were limited, they
couldn’t pay their bills. That’s who we
wanted to help. We saw helping people
pay their bills as money that would go
right back into the hospital so the next
family could be helped. It’s a win-win.
We especially wanted to help families
who lost a child,” she adds, recalling
how close they came to losing their
own grandchild. “Our donation will
help pay for funerals. It will pay back
bills. These are the last things grieving
families should be forced to deal with.
And we have been so blessed. We’ve
given this a lot of thought, and it’s the
best place our trust can go.”
Continues on back cover

New Building Opens Door to Discovery
The Johns Hopkins All Children’s Research
and Education Building promotes collaboration
for the betterment of children’s health.
From certain angles, the windows of the new Johns Hopkins
All Children’s Research and Education Building reflect both the
hospital and the Outpatient Care Center, capturing the inclusive
and collaborative nature the structure is designed to promote.
The $95 million, 225,000-square-foot building opened this fall
in St. Petersburg, Florida, and houses the hospital’s institutes,
its graduate medical education and simulation programs, an
expanded biorepository and a new team of fundamental
scientists who will seek to understand the origins of diseases
and how to prevent them.
“The capabilities we are creating in this building—and, more
important, the world-class physicians, surgeons, researchers
and staff who will work there—will help us achieve the
mission we set out to do,” says Jonathan Ellen, M.D.,
president and vice dean at Johns Hopkins All Children’s,
“which is to lead the country in discovery and translational
research that can lead to better health for children.”
The architecture includes “forum stairs” designed for
sitting and chatting, The Peabody restaurant intended to
promote informal exchanges of ideas and other flexible and
collaborative areas to facilitate interaction.
“We designed the center of the building to be collaborative
space where people can meet, write on white boards on the

walls and really work together,” Ellen says. “We were quite
intentional about wanting to promote getting out of your
office and interacting with colleagues.”
The Office of Medical Education has additional space to
accommodate its expanding programs. Johns Hopkins
All Children’s has residency programs with both the Johns
Hopkins University School of Medicine and the USF Health
Morsani College of Medicine along with a growing number
of fellowships.
Jennifer Arnold, M.D., M.Sc., FAAP, joined as medical
director of the simulation program in 207 and designed
the building’s expansive Center for Medical Simulation and
Innovative Education, which has spaces to replicate operating
rooms, patient rooms and even the elevator.
The hospital’s research program anchors multicenter
clinical and translational studies such as KIDS-DOTT, which
focuses on thrombosis, and Prospective Research on Early
Determinants of Illness and Children's health Trajectories
(PREDICT). With the new building, Johns Hopkins All
Children’s added a group of grant-funded basic scientists
who are members of or affiliated with the new Institute for
Fundamental Biomedical Research.
The building includes 40,000 square feet of total lab space
with 27,000 devoted to wet labs. The bench space in labs is
flexible to enable reallocation of space as priorities change.
The Johns Hopkins All Children’s Foundation discovered
donors interested in investing in the collaborative spirit of
the new space and its focus on research and cures.
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Give to our mission,
Receive CASH BACK
Want to do something
good and get something
good back?
Fund a gift annuity with us, and we send payments
back to you at attractive, fixed rates for life. Your
payment stays the same no matter how long you live
or what happens with the economy. The rates are
based on your age at the time of funding.

Gift Annuities
Just Became Better
Recently, we increased gift annuity rates. Now when
you fund one, you will likely receive a higher rate than
had you funded one last year. While gift annuities have
always been good, with the new rates, they are even
better. If you are looking for a smart way to increase
your cash flow and support our work, now is the
perfect time to consider a gift annuity.

Charitable Gift Annuity
Lifetime Payment Rates

When you fund a gift
annuity, you also receive:

• If you fund one by transferring appreciated assets
like stock, there are capital gains benefits
This information is not intended as tax, legal or financial advice.
Gift results may vary. Consult your personal financial advisor for
information specific to your situation.
The names and images shown here are representative of typical
donors and may or may not be actual donors to the organization.
Under federal rules your benefits may be different from this
example. Please contact us for your specific benefits.
Copyright © 2018 Crescendo Interactive, Inc.
Used by permission.

Age

Old Rate

New Rate

68

4.9%

5.3%

78

6.4%

6.8%

85

7.8%

8.3%

You also have the peace of mind knowing after a lifetime of payments
to you, the remainder supports our mission.
Call or email us to receive your illustration showing your payment rate
and tax benefits. There is never an obligation for you to see what your
benefits will be.
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• An income tax deduction this year for part
of the funding amount

Saying Thanks
by Giving a Gift
Continued from front cover
But enough serious talk, Bruce and
Annette need a laugh, so they recall
the time they were driving home
from Orlando and were surprised
to see our grandchild on a billboard.
He’d been featured in the Children’s
Miracle Network Telethon while
at the hospital and his picture was
everywhere. “I had his photo in my
office,” Annette adds, laughing, “and
people would come in and say, ‘Hey,
I know that kid. I’ve seen him on
I-75.’” They both chime in at “I-75”
and finish with laughter.
A lot of laughter comes out of this
family. A lot of love, and a lot of
giving from a family that has been on
both sides. Thanks Dream Builders!

New Building
Opens Door
to Discovery
Continued from page 2
Several gifts are earmarked to
support initiatives within the building.
There are still opportunities available
to showcase donor commitment.

With your continued support through
planned giving, we are making a path for
brighter futures and healthier lives for
all children. Your vision today, provides
discoveries, cures and educational
benefits for future generations and leaves
a legacy of health for all. To find out how
you can become a part of tomorrow
today, please contact Rick Thie at Rick.
Thie@jhmi.edu or call 727-767-4332.

“The Research and Education
Building brings scientists and
clinicians together to solve
problems,” Ellen says. “In the
not-too-distant future, when
we fully understand these
relationships between the
genes and the environment, we
believe pediatricians will have
a whole new repertoire of
things they can do to prevent
diseases in children and adults.”

If we can help you find ways to lower your taxes and
leave a gift in your will, please give me a call today.
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